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Abstract
We describe a decidable class of formulas in a first order timed logic based on a generalized
small model property: if a formula has a model then it has a model composed of a finite number of
ultimately repetitive models (“ultimate repetitiveness” is a generalization of “ultimate periodicity”).
This class covers a wide range of properties arising in the verification of real-time distributed systems
with metric time constraints. An important feature of this class is that it makes easy the description
of properties of parametric systems, in particular those with real time parameters, with parametric
number of processes, and moreover, properties involving arithmetical operations. Another feature
of this class is important for the verification: if a formula is not true (in the context of verification
this means that one of the specifications under consideration is erroneous), then our algorithm gives
a quantifier-free description of all counter-models of this formula of the complexity involved in
the definition of the decidable class. Such counter-models facilitate the detection of errors in the
specifications. Earlier we described decidable classes of verification problems based on a small
model property. However, the ‘small models’ that we used were either finite, or similar to those
that are introduced in this paper, but without the possibility of treatment of systems with a parametric
number of processes.
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1. Introduction
There are two main approaches for treating the verification problem: model checking
and theorem proving.
The model checking approach3 replaces the initial problem by its model in terms of
a finite transition system, for example a timed automaton for real-time systems. This
model can be very precise for systems with simple structure and without parameters,
but can be far from the realistic system and laborious to construct for more complex
systems. The advantage of model checking is that many computer tools that can verify
the constructed models automatically were and are being developed. The model checking
approach uses temporal logics to represent requirements, and finite transition systems to
model the program to verify. Many known benchmark problems like clock synchronization
(even for a fixed number of clocks) [19], 15.3, are beyond the scope of the currently known
model checking methods.
The other pole of verification uses theorem provers.4 Theorem provers use very
expressive logic languages, so within this setting it is much easier to formalize verification
problems. Moreover, one can incorporate all essential features of the system to verify.
Arithmetical operations or parameters are also easy to express. But this expressivity comes
at a high price — the proof search is done mainly by hand. There are many interesting
approaches to the automation of proof search but they are not yet sufficiently worked out
for the wide employment in practice.
The approach we develop [8] is aimed, in particular, at filling the gap between the
efficiency of model checking and the generality and expressiveness of theorem proving.
This gap can be filled by decision algorithms for classes of verification problems [8,7,17]
and by convenient methods of representation of heuristics (our examples of heuristics for
verification can be found in [14,16]); here we present results on decidable classes. This
approach can be seen as a part of a growing trend to reinforce model checking by logical
methods in order to achieve higher verification efficiency.
From the point of view of logic the verification problem is a problem of proving a
formula Φ of the form
(
ΦRuns → ΦRqrm
)
, where ΦRuns is a formula representing all
runs (executions) of the program under verification, and ΦRqrm is a formula representing
the requirements on the functioning of the program (e.g., safety, liveness). In fact, the
formulaΦRuns is often a conjunction of two parts: one part, denoted by ΦPrgr, describes the
runs themselves, and the other part, denoted by ΦEnvr, describes the environment in which
3 There are many surveys on model checking; we mention just one: [2], which permits the reader to find many
others.
4 Among many theorem provers (e.g., see the web page on formal methods or that on theorem provers), PVS
and Isabelle/HOL appear most often in the verification literature; as an example of an interesting application we
can mention cryptographic protocol verification in [13].
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the program runs; we denote this part as ΦEnvr. Thus ΦRuns = (ΦPrgr ∧ ΦEnvr). Formula
ΦEnvr may describe, for example, the properties of input signals like particular form of
signals, delays of communications, reaction of controlled devices. We will call formula Φ
a verification formula. In our context a run is viewed as a function from time to states that
gives the state of the program at each time instant. A program is an abstract state machine
(one can think about abstract state machines of Y. Gurevich [11] or other ones). Hence its
state at a given time instant is an interpretation of its vocabulary, and this interpretation is
finite. The whole run may be an infinite sequence of states.
Example 1. Suppose we have a distributed algorithm with N processes, and a property
R(t, p) that says that at moment t a particular event occurs in the process p. We can
express that “an R-event cannot be absent in the same process for a duration greater than
d” by the formula
∀ p ¬∃ t ∃ t ′ ( (t ′ − t) > d ∧ ∀ τ ∈ [t, t ′)¬ R(τ, p) ) . (1)
This formula (1) is an example of ΦRqrm. 5
Describing runs of a program is a more laborious procedure; however, for a given
specification language this can be automated. To make such a representation practically
efficient, particular features of practical systems must be taken into account in this
procedure — but this is another question; see [5].
Both sets of specifications mentioned above, namely the requirements specification and
the program specification, can be expressed in the logic that we study — First Order
Timed Logic (FOTL). Time may be continuous, and represented by reals, or discrete,
and represented by integers. Here we consider only continuous time. In many situations
continuous time is more adequate and easier to use when we start to write formal
specifications. For example, controllers are often specified using continuous time, one can
find continuous time in network protocol specifications etc. In our intuitive arguments we
often use continuous time. A more detailed discussion of algorithms with continuous time
can be found in the special issue of Fundamenta Informaticae, 2004, vol. 69.
Moreover, the algorithmics of continuous time is simpler because of the choice of
underlying logical theories treating arithmetic operations over time. The known worst
case complexity bound for the theory of real addition is exponentially better than the one
for the theory of integer addition (Presburger arithmetic). For the theory of real addition
and multiplication (Tarski algebra) these bounds, that are the same as for the theory of
real addition, are even ‘infinitely’ better than those for the theory of integer addition and
multiplication (formal arithmetics) that is undecidable.
FOTL turns to profit the quantifier elimination for the theories we use. This procedure
provides a quantifier-free description of counter-models (of a given complexity) when
the verification formula is not true — a property highly appreciated in the verification
domain, as a counter-model is a help in identifying errors. Moreover, if the verification
5 A white box  indicates the end of an example, definition, assumption, notation. A black box  indicates
the end of a proof.
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formula contains parameters for reals, this procedure returns a description of the scope of
parameters for which the formula is false (‘forbidden parameters’).
The decidable class of verification problems we consider here is based on the following
observations. The properties related to the functioning of a program, like safety or liveness,
are usually finitely refutable: if there is a counter-model for such a property then the
contradiction is concentrated on a small piece of this counter-model. In Example 1, if the
property (1) is false then there is a process p0 and two time instants t0 and t1 such that(
(t1 − t0) > d ∧ ∀ τ ∈ [t0, t1)¬ R(τ, p0)
)
. (2)
So whatever the behavior of processes different from p0 or whatever the behavior of p0 at
other time instants, the property will remain false. Hence, the ‘core’ of the counter-model
is concentrated on a piece of interpretation of O(1) complexity.
A more complicated finiteness property concerns the behavior of a program. It is called
finite satisfiability. Its simpler version introduced in our previous papers (e.g., see [8]) looks
as follows. Take a run and some finite partial sub-run in it. Finite satisfiability means that
we can extend this partial sub-run to a total finite run with a controlled augmentation of
complexity.
In general this property is false even for rather simple timed systems, for example for
timed automata [1] as shown in [7]. However, for practical systems we often have this
property or the more general one introduced in the present paper. This more general finite
satisfiability property deals with runs that have a finite description involving infinitely
many time intervals. It says that if we take a run and some finite partial sub-run in it then
we can extend this partial sub-run to a run consisting of ultimately repetitive pieces with a
controlled augmentation of complexity. This is the case for our Example 1 above and for
Example 7 in Section 4.1. In these examples we cannot replace “ultimately repetitive” by
“finite”. All these examples concern systems that change their states ‘frequently’; in other
words, there is an upper bound on the length of time intervals where the functions remain
unchanged.
Combining the two properties, namely finite refutability and finite satisfiability, we
define a decidable class of implications
(
ΦRuns → ΦRqrm
)
, where ΦRuns is finitely
satisfiable and ΦRqrm is finitely refutable.
A shortcoming of the approach is that the finiteness properties are undecidable in
general. Finite refutability is a typical property of safety, but is less evident for liveness.
Finite satisfiability may be hard to prove even for practical systems. For example, for usual
abstract specifications of practical cryptographic protocols it is a hard open question.
One can use our approach along the lines of bounded model checking. Recall that the
basic idea of bounded model checking is to check the requirements for runs whose length
is bounded by some integer k. It is feasible if the set of these runs of bounded length runs
is of reasonable size, or if we can use some symbolic representation of these runs. In some
cases we know that if there is a counter-model run, i.e., a run that does not satisfy the
requirements, then there exists such a run whose length is bounded by a constant known a
priori. This constant is called a completeness threshold [9,18]. Otherwise, we can increase
k until we can process the runs of length k in a feasible way, and stop when a counter-
model is found or the checking becomes unfeasible. In the latter case we have some partial
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verification. Our analog of such a procedure is to increase the complexity of models to
consider and to check whether there exists a counter-model of the chosen complexity.
Bounded model checking is being developed first of all as a practical tool which
accelerates symbolic model checking. Completeness threshold was estimated in cases
when the verification is a priori decidable, and the bounds found are very high. In our
setting we deal with logics for which the verification problem is undecidable in general,
and that are much more expressive than the logics used in model checking. Our notion of
bounded model is also much more general. So when we proceed, like in practical bounded
model checking, by increasing the complexity of models to try, we seek counter-models
in a much larger class. We are looking for new decidable classes in a way that can be
compared to the search for completeness threshold in bounded model checking. For the
concrete problems that we studied, the complexity bounds on models to consider are very
small, and thus the search for such models is feasible. Moreover, these concrete problems
are beyond the scope of model checking.
The structure of the paper is as follows.
In Section 2 we describe FOTL (First Order Timed Logic) along the same lines as in
[8]. An example illustrates some aspects of formalization of timed systems in FOTL that
are relevant to the context of the present paper.
Section 3 contains definitions of interpretations6 of finite complexity. These
interpretations are chains of repetitive interpretations (Definition 9) in Section 3.2. Their
complexity is an essential parameter of the class of FOTL formulas that we consider.
In Section 4 we introduce our small model properties, namely finite refutability and
finite satisfiability — we call them finiteness properties. Finite satisfiability is based on
chains of repetitive interpretations. The class of verification problems that we study is in-
troduced at the end of Section 4 in Notation 7. The class consists of implications (Φ → Ψ ),
where Φ is finitely satisfiable, and Ψ is finitely refutable for a given complexity.
In Section 5 we prove that for a given FOTL formula we can describe all counter-models
of a given complexity by a quantifier-free formula in a decidable theory. In this proof we
use the result of V. Weispfenning [20]. This implies the decidability of the class of FOTL
formulas mentioned above. Our proof is much simpler than the proof that we sketched in
[6] for a weaker class.
In the Conclusion section we discuss some open questions.
2. First Order Timed Logic (FOTL)
The starting idea of FOTL is to choose a decidable theory to treat arithmetics or other
concrete mathematical functions, and then to extend it by abstract functions of time that
are needed to specify the problems under consideration. In some way, the theory must
be minimal to be sufficient for a good expressivity. For the purposes of the present paper
we can take, as such an underlying theory of arithmetical operations, the theory of mixed
6 The term “model” is often used as a synonym for “interpretation” and “interpretation for which a formula is
true” (the latter is its ‘canonical’ usage). We used “model” in both senses above. However, in a more formal and
detailed context it is better to separate these meanings terminologically.
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real/integer addition with rational constants and unary multiplications by rational numbers.
This theory is known to be decidable [20].
Though we can consider either discrete time as non-negative integers or continuous time
as non-negative reals, we take for concreteness the case of continuous time — this choice
was discussed in the Introduction.
The vocabulary of a FOTL consists of a pre-interpreted (predefined) part and an abstract
part. The pre-interpreted part contains the mathematical functions that we wish to use. The
following definitions in Notation 1 are pertinent to this part.
Notation 1.
• R is the set of reals, Z the set of integers, and N the set of natural numbers. Logical
purism requires that we denote the respective sorts by some other symbols — we choose
R for the sort of reals, Z for the sort of integers and N for the sort of natural numbers.
The inclusion relation among the above-mentioned sets is supposed to be true also for
sorts.
• T is the sort of time, interpreted as non-negative reals.
• Bool is the sort of Boolean values. The constants of this sort are {true, false}. They
must be declared in the vocabulary as functions of zero arity.
• Undef = {undef } will be used to represent values that can be referred to as undefined.
This sort often appears in application, and will appear in our examples. It is not used in
the description of our algorithm.
2.1. Syntax and semantics of FOTL
Syntax of FOTL
The vocabulary W of a FOTL consists of a set of sorts, a set of function symbols and a
set of predicate symbols. A set of variables is attributed to each sort; these sets are disjoint.
The sorts listed in Notation 1 are sorts by default, as are the corresponding constants (see
below Definition 1).
If a finite sort has a fixed cardinality it can be considered as pre-interpreted because
it is defined modulo notation for its elements. Interesting finite sorts are those whose
cardinality is not concrete, say, given by an abstract natural constant (or not given at all):
for example, the set of processes in a distributed algorithm. It is often convenient, without
loss of generality, to interpret such a sort as an initial segment of natural numbers.
The pre-interpreted functions of the vocabulary contain usual arithmetical operations
and relations, and usual Boolean operations. The equality relation = for all types of objects
is assumed to be in the vocabulary.
Remark 1. Other arithmetical functions can be added to the pre-interpreted part of W . For
example, taking into account that we use the theory of mixed real/integer addition [20], we
can add the integer part of a real, or additions modulo concrete natural numbers that are in
this theory. 
An abstract function (i.e. without any a priori fixed interpretation) or an abstract
predicate has at most one time argument; see below Definition 1.
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Notation 2. The (sub)vocabulary of abstract functions and predicates will be denoted V .
A vocabulary W being fixed, the notion of term and that of formula over W are defined in
the usual fashion.
We summarize the FOTL syntax considered in this paper as follows.
Definition 1 (FOTL Syntax). A FOTL syntax is defined by a vocabulary composed of:
• Sorts:
◦ Pre-interpreted sorts:
– Sorts listed in Notation 1: R, Z , N , T , Bool, Undef .
– A finite number of finite sorts of concrete cardinality:
S1 = {s1,1, . . . , s1,r1}, . . . , Sν = {s1,1, . . . , s1,rν }, where r1, . . . , rν are concrete
natural numbers.
◦ Abstract sorts: a finite number of symbols S1, . . . ,Sµ, maybe supplied with
abstract natural constants κ1, . . . , κµ that denote their respective cardinalities (strictly
speaking, these constants must be declared below among the functions of the
vocabulary).
• Functions:
◦ Pre-interpreted functions:
– Constants: elements of finite sorts of known cardinality, in particular those
mentioned in Notation 1 (i.e., true, false, undef ), and integers Z (each of type
→ Z) and rational numbersQ (each of type → R).
– Arithmetical operations: addition (+) and subtraction (−) of reals and integers.
– Arithmetical relations: usual order relations over reals and integers (=, <, ≤).
– Boolean operations: ∧, ∨, ¬.
◦ Abstract functions:
– Abstract constants: (function) symbols representing elements of sorts.
– Function symbols of type T × X → S or X → S, where X is a direct product of
finite sorts and S is an arbitrary sort (recall that T is time).
– Predicate symbols of type T × X → Bool or X → Bool, where X is a direct
product of finite sorts. 
Semantics of FOTL
A priori, we impose no constraints on the admissible interpretations. Thus, the notions
of interpretation, model, satisfiability and validity are treated as in first order predicate
logic modulo the pre-interpreted part of the vocabulary. Thus, M | F , M | F and
| F , where M is an interpretation and F is a formula, denote respectively that M is a
model of F , M is a counter-model of F , and F is valid.
Note that an interpretation of a function f of type T × X → S describes a family of
temporal processes with values in the interpretation of S parameterized by the elements of
the interpretation of X .
FOTL permits one to describe rather directly (see [8,5]) the runs of basic timed Gurevich
Abstract State Machines (ASM) [10,11] (we used this type of ASM in [8].7 The runs
7 The word “basic” refers to ASMs of a very simple form; see Example 2. However, these ASMs not only have
the power of general algorithms, but also they suffice to prove the ASM thesis [11].
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of timed parallel while-programs can be also represented in FOTL without excessive
complications.
2.2. Vocabulary of algorithm versus verification vocabulary
Though representing runs in FOTL is not the subject of this paper (this can be found in
[8]), we give some indications of how to do it in order to make the text more self-contained.
From the viewpoint of FOTL a program is an abstract state machine whose current state is
an interpretation of the vocabulary of the program. For simplicity, have in mind programs
constructed from assignments, conditional branchings and loops executed in parallel, and
without nestings of loops or branchings. A formalization of abstract state machines apt for
FOTL representation is, for example, the basic ASM mentioned above. This is illustrated
by Example 2 below.
For concreteness we will speak about a basic ASM (no prior knowledge of the notion
of the ASM is needed). The vocabulary of a machine (this is our program or algorithm)
consists of sorts and functions divided into pre-interpreted and abstract ones. The sorts are
similar to the sorts of FOTL, and pre-interpreted sorts by default are the same, as are pre-
interpreted arithmetical functions. Among the pre-interpreted functions we have a function
CT :→ T that gives the value of Current Time. As a function of time, CT is interpreted as
the identity. Abstract functions have no time argument because the program can see only
the time taken from CT at discrete time instants. Similarly for the values of input functions
— they can be captured only at discrete time instants.
Classification of functions
In examples and comments we will use some classification of the functions of
the vocabularies of algorithms. Functions may be static or dynamic. Static functions
are unchanged during the execution of the algorithm. Among them one finds abstract
constants. To get a run one must give them an interpretation. Dynamic functions are
changed during the execution. Some dynamic functions represent inputs. For example,
current time CT is an input by default. The inputs cannot be changed by the algorithm. The
other dynamic functions are internal functions of the algorithm; the algorithm computes
them. In terms of the ASM, dynamic internal functions are updated by the algorithm.
The internal functions are further classified into output functions and auxiliary internal
functions. The input and output functions appear in the requirements specification. The
remaining ones are auxiliary. They are destined for the proper ‘kitchen’ of the algorithm.
Note that from the viewpoint of programming, a ‘variable’ of a program is treated in logic
as a ‘nullary dynamic function’.
The semantics of an ASM is given by a definition of interpretations of the algorithm
vocabulary at any time instant. So one can guess that ‘timed versions’ of dynamic functions
should be used to do it.
Definition 2. The timed version of a function f : X → S, where X is a direct product of
sorts and S is any sort, is f ◦ : T × X → S. 
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Note that the logic used for the verification proof deals with all the sorts and functions
that appear in the requirements and in the algorithm. The functions of the algorithm used
in such a proof are represented by their timed versions.
Notation 3.
• fx , where f : T × X → S, stands for λt f (t, x), i.e. for the function obtained from f
for a fixed x of type X .
• σ− and σ+ denote respectively the left and the right ends of interval σ . 
Example 2 (A Token Algorithm). The algorithm below consists of a finite set P of
processes; the cardinality of P is given by an abstract natural constant N . An input signal
Pass has as its value an element of P or undef . The constant undef signifies the absence of
a signal.
We assume, as a constraint on the environment (a part of ΦEnvr mentioned in
Introduction), that:
– the signal Pass is defined at isolated points;
– the time distance between two consecutive signals lies in an interval [α0, α1], where
0 < α0 < α1 are abstract real constants;
– two consecutive signals have different values.
Notice that these constraints can be expressed in FOTL (see below).
The algorithm controls a function Token : P → Bool that says what process has the
token. Such a process must be unique.
Each process waits for a signal with its name. If such a signal arrives at a process p then
p checks whether the time distance between the received signal and the previous one is in
a given time interval [d0, d1], 0 < d0 ≤ d1, and if this is the case, p takes off the token
from the process where it is located. To measure the distance between consecutive input
signals the processes share an auxiliary nullary function Last.
Here is a more precise description of the algorithm.
Vocabulary of the algorithm
Sorts: sorts by default (T , R, Z , N , Bool, Undef ), P (a set of N ≥ 2 processes; we
distinguish the set of processes P mentioned above, and the sort P of processes).
Functions
Constants: constants by default (Q, Z, true, false, undef ), N :→ N (abstract constant),
d0, d1 :→ T (two time instants mentioned above), p0 :→ P (arbitrary process).
Input functions: Pass :→ (P ∪ Undef ) (recall that CT :→ T is an input by default). Here
we use a union of two sorts for the clarity of description. One can easily exclude it; see [8].
Internal functions: Token : P → Bool (output), Last :→ T (auxiliary).
Initial values (at time instant 0): Pass = undef , Token(p0) = true,
∀ q ∈ P(q = p0 → Token(q) = false), Last = 0.
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Repeat
ForAll p ∈ P InParallelDo
If
(
Pass = undef ∧ Token(p))
Then [ Token(Pass) := F, Token(p) := ¬F, Last := CT ]
EndForAll
EndRepeat
Fig. 1. Token algorithm.
Denote the formula (d0 ≤ (CT − Last) ≤ d1) by F. The program is in Fig. 1, where
an update like Token(Pass) := F means that Token(Pass) takes the (Boolean) value of
formula F.
This program executes one infinite loop Repeat. Within this loop it executes
simultaneously in parallel If-Then-operators (whose number is equal to the number of
processes). More precisely, the program checks all the guards (i.e., formulas between If
and Then) and detects the first time instant when at least one guard is true. Until this
instant the values of all the internal functions rest unchanged. If such a instant t is found
then the program executes, at this time t , simultaneously in parallel all the assignments
(that are called updates for the ASM) that stand after Then (we put the updates executed
in parallel in square brackets).
If the updates are consistent then the values obtained take effect to the right of t . If the
updates are inconsistent then the run of the program is undefined after t . There is another
case when the run is undefined. Suppose that the run is defined up to an instant t0, there
are guards true at t0, and the corresponding updates are consistent. Now the program tries
to detect the next instant greater than t0 where some guard is true. Imagine that there are
such time instants to the right of t0 but there is no such first instant. In this situation the run
is not defined after t0.
Internal functions, i.e., functions computed by the program, are piecewise constant on
intervals closed to the right and open to the left — recall that in the explanation above we
say that the new values of functions computed by the program take effect to the right of
the point where the guards are true.
As mentioned above, in order to describe the functioning of this algorithm in a FOTL
we introduce timed versions of dynamic functions.
The environment is described by the properties of the input mentioned above (here we
write them down almost formally):
• For any time instant t , if Pass◦(t) = undef then for some real ε > 0 for any
τ ∈ (t − ε, t + ε) \ {t} the value of Pass◦(τ ) is undef .
• For any time instant t , if Pass◦(t) = undef then for some real ε > 0 for any
τ ∈ (t − ε, t + ε) the value of Pass◦(τ ) is undef .
• For any two time instants t1 < t2 for which Pass◦ = undef at t1 and at t2 but undef for
τ ∈ (t1, t2), we have (t2 − t1) ∈ [α0, α1].
• For any two time instants t1 < t2 for which Pass◦ = undef at t1 and at t2 but undef for
τ ∈ (t1, t2), we have Pass◦(t1) = Pass◦(t2).
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In addition, the description of the environment may contain constraints on abstract
constants d0, d1, α0, α1.
It is clear that these environment properties can be easily written as formulas of FOTL.
The initial condition can also be easily expressed in FOTL.
The most essential part of the runs description consists of the following propertiesΨi (t),
0 ≤ i ≤ 3, stated for an arbitrary time t:
• Ψ0(t) says that if all the guards are false at t then all the guards are false in some
neighborhood of t .
• Ψ1(t) says that if a guard is true at t then no guard is true in some neighborhood of t
except t itself.
• Ψ2(t) says that for any interval [t, t1), where no guard is true, all the internal functions
preserve their values.
• Ψ3(t) describes the values of internal functions in the neighborhood of t in the case
when t is an instant where some guard is true. It says that if some guard is true at t then
◦ the values of internal functions at t are equal to their values before t in some left
neighborhood of t;
◦ the updates made at t hold on some interval (t, t1), t < t1 (this is a formula which, in
particular, describes the updates themselves);
◦ the values of internal functions that are not updated at the instant t remain unchanged
on [t, t1).
Finally, the runs are represented by the formula that is a conjunction of the environment
formulas, initial values formula and of ∀ t ( Ψ0(t) ∧ Ψ1(t) ∧ Ψ2(t) ∧ Ψ3(t) ). Formal
notation for these formulas can be found in [8,5].
It looks natural to formulate the requirements specifications on the functioning of the
program as follows:
• (Safety) At any time there are no two processes with a token:
∀ t ∀ p = q ¬ (Token◦(t, p) ∧ Token◦(t, q)).
• (Liveness1) At any time at least one process has a token:
∀ t ∃ p Token◦(t, p).
• (Liveness2) The token changes its location within a duration that lies in interval
(β0, β1). One can make precise and formalize this property in various ways. We do not
formalize it sufficiently carefully here intentionally (see Example 5). Using the notation
Token◦(σ, r)=d f ∀ τ (τ ∈ σ → Token◦(τ, r)), where σ is a time interval, we formalize
it as
∀ t ∀ p {[¬ Token◦(t, p) ∧ ∃ ε > 0 (Token◦((t, t + ε), p))] →
∃ q ∃ t ′ [(t + β0 ≤ t ′ ≤ t + β1) ∧ q = p ∧ Token◦((t, t ′], p) ∧
∀ τ ∈ (t, t ′] (¬ Token◦(τ, q)) ∧ ∃ ε > 0 (Token◦((t ′, t ′ + ε), q))]}. (3)
The formula in the first square brackets says that Token◦p (we use Notation 3) has become
true immediately after t . Then, says the second square brackets formula, there exists a time
instant t ′ that lies in [t + β0, t + β1] and a process q different from p such that Token◦p
remains true and Token◦q false on (t, t ′], and then the token passes to q at time t ′. (We do
not exclude in this formulation the possibility that the token stays also at p.)
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Clearly the algorithm can satisfy these requirements under some constraints on the
parameters given as abstract constants (d0, d1, α0, α1, β0, β1). A good verification
procedure returns a description of forbidden values of the parameters and respective
counter-models for the verification formula. 
3. Interpretations of finite complexity
Here we introduce specific classes of interpretations of a finite complexity. These
interpretations play a key role in our decidability algorithm.
3.1. Piecewise interpretations and U f -terms
Internal functions (see Section 2.2) are computed by the algorithm and thus, strictly
speaking, are piecewise constant. However, their ‘physical’ interpretation may be of other
nature. For example, to represent a piece of linear function a · t + b on an interval σ , we
give two values a and b for the coefficients and two values σ− and σ+ for the interval (we
use Notation 3). And these values remain constant up to the instant when the algorithm
calculates the next linear piece of this function. But the ‘physical’ interpretation of this
function, that may be used in guards of the algorithm, is not constant — however, it is
described as a term of the vocabulary; for example, it may appear in a guard as term
(a · CT + b).
Definition 3 (U-FOTL). A U-FOTL is a FOTL extended in the following way. For every
abstract function f of type T × X → S there is associated a finite set U f of terms with
values of type S constructed only from variables and pre-interpreted functions. 
The vocabulary of FOTL does not give many possibilities for constructing a term
U f ∈ U f . We will consider the following types of terms: first, those of the form z with
z being a variable for an abstract sort, if S is an abstract sort; and second, the terms of
the form a0τ + a1λ + z, where a0, a1 ∈ Q and τ , λ and z are real variables whose role
is defined as follows: τ is a time variable, λ is the left end of the interval on which we
consider our function, and z is a real parameter. We cannot consider a0 and a1 as variables
because the inclusion of sort Q into our vocabulary destroys the decidability we wish to
ensure.
Notice that variable z in a term a0τ + a1λ + z may refer to abstract constants and
functions via equalities or inequalities that use this variable.
Assumption 1.
(A1). A U-FOTL is supposed to be fixed. So we speak about sorts, functions of this U-
FOTL and about interpretations of its vocabulary.
For technical simplicity we assume that:
(A2). The types T × X → S of functions contain only one abstract sort X , not a direct
product (direct products can be treated as in [8]). 
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Definition 4. We will write U f of real type also as U f (τ, λ, z) to make the parameters
explicit. We say that fx is U f -defined on an interval ζ by z0 ∈ R, if for t ∈ ζ the value
fx (t) is defined as fx (t) = U f (t, ζ−, z0) (we use Notation 3). 
Definition 5. A partition of T is a sequence π = (ζi )i∈N of non-empty disjoint intervals
such that:
• N is a prefix of N,
• ⋃i∈N ζi = T ,
• ζ+i = ζ−i+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ |N | − 1,
• ζ−0 = 0, ζ+k = ∞ if N is finite and k is its last element. 
3.2. Repetitive interpretations
We define the interpretations that will be used in the description of our decidable class
of formulas of FOTL.
Notation 4. Below we use the following abbreviations:
PI for partial interpretation; FPI for finite partial interpretation. 
Definition 6.
• For an abstract function f of type T ×X → S and an interpretationX ∗ of X , a (finite)
partial interpretation f ∗x∗ of fx∗ , where x∗ ∈ X ∗ , is given by
– a (finite) set of disjoint intervals
and for each interval by
– a term U f ∈ U f and by a value of z to be put into U f to define fx∗ on this interval.
This set of intervals is called the support of the (F)PI f ∗x∗ .• A FPI has complexity c if the number of intervals in its support is c. In the context of
several complexity parameters, that will be introduced later, we will call this complexity
interval complexity. 
Example 3. Fig. 2 shows a finite total model of complexity 4. The support of the
model consists of four intervals [0, 3), [3, 6), [6, 10), [10,∞). The terms that define the
interpretation are: ( 23τ − 23λ+z) for the first interval, z for the second one, (− 14τ + 14λ+z)
for the third one, and again ( 23τ − 23λ + z) for the last one. These three terms constitute
the set Uϕ . The values of z are respectively 0, 1, −1 and −4. 
Definition 7.
• A (finite) partial interpretation of f : T × X → S is a subset Y∗ of an interpretation
X ∗ of X and a collection of (F)PIs, one for each fy∗ , y∗ ∈ Y∗.
• A (finite) partial interpretation of vocabulary V is a collection of (F)PIs, one for each
abstract function of V .
• A PI M′ of a function fx∗ is an extension of a PI M of fx∗ if every interval of M is
contained in an interval of M′, and the restriction of M′ on intervals of M gives M.
In a similar way we define an extension of a PI of a vocabulary. 
Now we go to more general finitely definable interpretations.
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Fig. 2. Finite partial interpretation of complexity 4.
Definition 8.
• An interpretation M of fx∗ is ultimately repetitive of complexity c and period h if it is
a finite interpretation with complexity c or it is a concatenation of a finite interpretation
of complexity c on some interval, say [0, h0), followed by an interpretation of the
following ‘almost periodic’ structure:
◦ any interval Ii = [h0 + i · h, h0 + (i + 1) · h), i ≥ 0, is partitioned into c consecutive
intervals ζi, j , 0 ≤ j ≤ (c − 1) such that |ζi, j | = |ζi+1, j | (that means that the partition
has a periodic structure starting from h0).
◦ moreover, on each ζi, j the function fx∗ is defined by a U f, j (t, ζ−i, j , z j ) , where
U f, j ∈ U f and z j do not depend on i .
• The intervals ζi, j are called period defining intervals and Ii is called a defining interval
of this ultimately repetitive interpretation. 
An ultimately repetitive interpretation of complexity 2 and period 2.5 is displayed in
Fig. 3, if we start with ‘prefix2’ and go to infinity.
Our main notion concerning interpretations of finite complexity is the following one.
Definition 9 (Chains of Repetitive Interpretations).
• A finite prefix of an ultimately repetitive interpretation of a fx∗ is exact if its
end coincides with the end of one of its defining intervals Ii . Its complexity is
defined similarly to the complexity of ultimately repetitive interpretations (in fact, this
complexity is the maximum of the interval complexity of the prefix and of the interval
complexity of the period.)
• We say that an interpretation of a fx∗ is a chain of ultimately repetitive interpretations
with complexity (L, c) if it is a concatenation of at most (L − 1) finite exact prefixes of
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Fig. 3. An interpretation consisting of repetitive chains.
repetitive interpretations and of one infinite ultimately repetitive interpretation, each of
complexity c (see Fig. 3). We will sometimes refer to L as chain complexity. 
Example 4. Fig. 3 shows an interpretation of complexity (2, 3) of a function ϕ of time
with real values defined by terms from the finite set
Uϕ = {3τ −3λ+ z, −2τ +λ+ z, 0.5τ −0.5λ+ z, z, −6τ +6λ+ z, 43τ − 13λ+ z}. On the
first interval “prefix1”, that is [0, 32 ), this interpretation is given by term 3τ − 3λ + z with
z = 0. On the next three intervals [ 32 , 2), [2, 3) and [3, 4) it is defined by terms −2τ +λ+ z
with z = 1, 0.5τ − 0.5 + λ + z with z = 0 and z with z = 1 respectively. The same three
terms define the interpretation on the next three intervals, obtained from the just mentioned
ones by a shift by 2.5 to the right. The next two intervals [6.5, 8) and [8, 8.5) constitute
prefix2, where ϕ(τ) is defined by term z with z = − 32 ) and by term −6τ + 6λ + z with
z = 0 respectively. Then a repetitive piece over two intervals goes on (the defining terms
with concrete z and three repetitive pieces are shown in Fig. 3). 
In Example 4 the chain in Fig. 3 has complexity (2, 3).
Remark 2. Clearly, any chain of ultimately repetitive interpretations of a given complexity
is an ultimately repetitive interpretation whose complexity is higher in general: we take as
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a prefix of this ultimately repetitive interpretation the prefix of the chain up to the last
infinite repetitive part. This does not mean that we can deal only with ultimately repetitive
interpretations. In our context we have an infinite class of chains of ultimately repetitive
interpretations of a given complexity. If we treat these chains as ultimately repetitive
interpretations, their complexity has no upper bound in general. 
Equivalence
To reduce the complexity of interpretations in spite of a possibly large amount of
elements in abstract sorts we introduce a notion of equivalence of interpretations, and on
this basis we will generalize the complexity measures for the PI of individual fx∗ . Given
an interpretation of the vocabulary, such an equivalence is defined over elements of the
interpretation of abstract sorts for each f .
Assumption 2. Without loss of generality, an abstract sort X is interpreted as an initial
segment X ∗ on natural numbers.
In Definitions 10–12 that follow, X ∗ stands for an interpretation of a sort X .
Definition 10.
• An equivalence E over Y∗ ⊂ X ∗ is interval-wise if its classes of equivalence are
intervals.
• An equivalence E over Y∗ is f -compatible if for any two elements u∗, v∗ ∈ Y∗ the
equivalence u∗Ev∗ implies that the functions f ∗u∗ and f ∗v∗ are equal. 
Now we define the complexity of ultimately repetitive interpretations. We start with
partial interpretations and then go to total interpretations.
Definition 11 (Complexity of Finite Partial Interpretations).
• A PI of f over Y∗ ⊂ X ∗ is a FPI of complexity (m, c) if there is an interval-wise
equivalence E on Y∗ with at most m classes which is f -compatible, and such that each
f ∗y∗ , y∗ ∈ Y∗, has complexity c (without loss of generality we assume that the partition
of time, the terms from U f and parameters z that define f ∗y∗ are the same for all y∗ of
the same equivalence class).
• A FPI of V of complexity (m, c) is a collection of FPIs with complexity (m, c), one for
each abstract function. A FPI of complexity (m, c) will be also called a (m, c)-PI.
• The parameter m will be sometimes called equivalence complexity. 
Definition 12 (Complexity of Chains of Ultimately Repetitive Interpretations).
• An interpretation of f over X ∗ is ultimately repetitive with complexity (m, c) if there is
an interval-wise equivalence E on X ∗ with at most m classes which is f -compatible,
and such that for each class, all f ∗x∗ with x∗ in this class are ultimately repetitive with
complexity c.
• An interpretation of f over X ∗ is a chain of ultimately repetitive interpretations with
complexity (m, L, c) if there is an interval-wise equivalence E on X ∗ with at most m
classes, which is f -compatible and such that for any class, all f ∗x∗ with x∗ in the class
are chains of ultimately repetitive interpretations with complexity (L, c).
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• An interpretation of V of complexity (m, L, c) is a collection of interpretations with
complexity (m, L, c), one for each abstract function. 
We introduce classes of interpretations used below, in particular, the class used in our
decidability result.
Notation 5.
• BelowK is a complexity of the form (m, c), andL is a complexity of the form (m, L, c).
• For a class C of interpretations we denote by C(κ) the set of interpretations in the class
C with complexity κ , where κ has the form defined for this class of interpretations.
• UR is the class of ultimately repetitive interpretations.
• UR∗ is the class of chains of ultimately repetitive interpretations.
• UR∗(L,Λ), where Λ ⊂ Q>0, is the set of interpretations from UR∗ with complexity
L whose period lengths are from Λ. (Recall that for a given ultimately repetitive
interpretation f ∗x∗ , the period length is fixed, so the set Λ specifies possible period
lengths for interpretation of different functions fx .)
• UR∗(Λ) is the union of all UR∗(L,Λ) over L. 
Remark 3. Remark 2 implies that UR = UR∗. But this is not the case for their sub-
classes of bounded complexity. We deal with the latter ones.
4. Small model properties
Our decidable class of formulas, in particular of verification formulas, will be described
in terms of finite refutability and finite satisfiability which are defined below.
4.1. Finite refutability and finite satisfiability
Recall that we fixed some FOTL (Assumption 1) so when we speak about a formula
then, by default, we mean a formula of this FOTL.
Definition 13 (Finite Refutability). A formula F is K-refutable if for every its counter-
modelM there exists a K-FPI M′ such that M is an extension of M′, and any extension
ofM′ to a total interpretation is a counter-model of F . 
Speaking informally, finite refutability (with a given complexity) of a formula means
that any counter-model of this formula contains a piece of this complexity that concentrates
all the contradictions that determine the fact that the interpretation is a counter-model; so
any extension of this piece will be again a counter-model. Safety properties are usually
finitely refutable.
Example 5 (Continuation 1 of Example 2). (Safety) of Example 2 says “At any time
instant there are no two processes with a token”. A counter-model says that there is an
instant t0 with two concrete processes p and q with tokens, i.e., such that p = q and
Token◦(p, t0) and Token◦(q, t0). Clearly, any interpretation that contains this time instant
and these two processes with tokens is a counter-model. Here a PI, sufficient to ensure this
contradiction, has one time interval [t0, t0] and one class of equivalence that consists of the
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partial interpretations for p and q and maybe other processes r for which Token◦(r, t0) is
true. Hence, (Safety) is (1, 1)-refutable.
(Liveness1) says “At any instant at least one process has a token”. A negation of this
property says that there exists a instant t0 when no process has a token. In this counter-
model the interpretation of Token◦(p, t0) is the same for all processes p. Thus all these
interpretations can be put in the same equivalence class. (Liveness1) is (1, 1)-refutable.
(Liveness2) says “The token changes its location within a duration that lies in the
interval [β0, β1]”. To be precise we look at the formula for this liveness property.
A counter-model says that there exist t0 and p0 such that Token◦p0 becomes true
immediately after t0, and whatever be a time instant t ′ ∈ [t0 + β0, t0 + β1] and a process
q = p0 we have the following implication: if Token◦p0 is true on (t0, t ′] and Token◦q is false
on (t0, t ′] then for any ε > 0 there is τ ∈ (t ′, t ′ + ε) where Token◦q is again false.
If we consider interpretations of Token◦r that are piecewise constant without
accumulation points (i.e., the set of ends of maximal intervals where the function is
constant does not have accumulation points) then in this counter-model Token◦q is false
on (t0, t0 + β1]. Therefore, for this class of interpretations (Liveness2) is (2, 2)-refutable:
we have two classes of equivalence, one of {p0} and the other of {q : q = p0}, and
a 2-interval PI for the first class and a 1-interval PI for the second one such that any
extension of this FRI gives a counter-model. However, in the formulation of the Example 2
we have to make precise the class of admissible interpretations, and that is why we said
in Example 2 that the formulation of (Liveness2) was not elaborated sufficiently carefully.
One can express the same informal idea in a way that needs no reference to the class of
admissible interpretations, but this complicates the formulation.
Our observations show that we always have enough practical constraints to permit us
to formulate the requirements on functioning (e.g., safety, liveness) as finitely refutable
properties. 
Finite satisfiability, defined just below, is a notion that is, in some way, dual to finite
refutability. It represents the following property. If in a model we take any piece of a given
complexity (imagine that this piece is defined on some number of separated intervals), then
we can fill the gaps between these defined parts to get a total model whose complexity is
bounded as a function of the complexity of the given initial piece. This bounding function
is the augmentation function mentioned in Notation 6; it appears in Definition 14 below.
The main point is with what kind of interpretations we will fill the gaps.
Notation 6. By α we will denote a total computable function transforming a complexity
value of the form (m, c) into a complexity value of the form (m, c), when we speak
about class UR, or into a complexity value of the form (m, L, c), when we speak about
class UR∗. Such a function will serve as an augmentation function in the notion of finite
satisfiability below. 
Definition 14 (Finite Satisfiability).
• A formula F is (C, K)-satisfiable with augmentation α if for every K-FPI M
extendable to a model of F there is an extension M′ of M from C(α(K)) (we use
Notation 5) that is a model of F .
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Fig. 4. A model for the token algorithm and its finite sub-model.
• A formula F is C-satisfiable with augmentation α if for everyK, for every K-FPI M
extendable to a model of F , there is an extension M′ of M from C(α(K)) that is a
model of F . 
Remark 4. It is clear that we can speak about finite refutability or finite satisfiability of a
set of interpretations of a vocabulary. For example, finite refutability formulated above is a
property of the set of counter-models of F . 
In Example 5 all the properties of functioning (safety, liveness) are finitely refutable,
and it is easy to prove. This fact represents a general view on safety properties; for example,
a general definition of safety in [12] implies its finite refutability in some way. Conjunction
and disjunction preserve finite refutability, and one can give simple syntactic conditions
on formulas that ensure their finite refutability [17]. However, in the general case both
finiteness properties, namely finite refutability and finite satisfiability, are undecidable [7].
Notice that finite satisfiability is usually much harder to prove than finite refutability.
We illustrate this property by examples.
Example 6 (Continuation 2 of Example 2). Fig. 4 shows a model for three processes, i.e.,
P is interpreted as P∗=d f {1, 2, 3} (we assume that the parameters of the token algorithm
are ‘well chosen’: α0 = d0, α1 = d1). The model defines four functions: Token◦1, Token◦2,
Token◦3, and Pass◦. The values of Pass◦ not equal to undef are represented by bold points:
a point on a line i says that at this instant Pass◦ takes the value i . The values true of Token◦i
are displayed as bold intervals. This model is infinite and ‘irregular’ in the sense that time
distances between consecutive ‘defined’ values of Pass◦ vary.
In this model there is chosen a finite sub-model shown by rectangles. Continuous line
rectangles on line i choose a sub-model of Token◦i . Three dashed line rectangles indicate
a sub-model of Pass◦. The sub-model for Token◦1, displayed by two rectangles, consists
of four intervals: two intervals, with values false and true, in the first rectangle, and
two intervals, with values true and false, in the second one — four intervals in total.
Similarly, the sub-model of Token◦2 has also complexity 4, and the sub-model of Token◦3
has complexity 3. The sub-model of Pass◦ is constituted of five intervals in the first dashed
rectangle (with values undef , 2, undef , 1, undef ) plus a similar five intervals in the second
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Fig. 5. Bounded complexity extension of the sub-model in Fig. 4.
and the third dashed rectangles — 15 intervals in total. Hence, the complexity of the sub-
model is (3, 15), where the 3 refers to the three equivalence classes of the set P∗.
Fig. 5 illustrates how to extend this finite sub-model to a total model of bounded
complexity (we do not try to minimize the complexity of the extension). In this example,
the partitions of time are almost the same for all functions, and the gaps between the
pieces of the given FPI are filled with ultimately periodic models (for the vocabulary of
this example, ultimately repetitive models are ultimately periodic because the values of
functions are from finite sets).
Consider the model of Pass◦ in Fig. 5 that extends the sub-model of Pass in Fig. 4. The
first prefix consists of five intervals (the last one in open to the right) with values undef , 2,
undef , 1, undef . Then there follows a periodic part that repeats three times a period defined
over four intervals with consecutive values 3, undef , 2, undef . The period is repeated three
times, though we could repeat it four times. The second prefix, closed to the left and open
to the right, is more complex. It consists of consecutive intervals with values 3, undef , 2,
undef , 1, undef , 3, undef , 2, undef , 3, undef . In total we have 12 intervals in this prefix.
The next periodic part is similar to the first one, it alternates values 2 and 1. After that there
is an infinite ultimately periodic part with a simpler prefix and a similar period.
Consider the extension of the sub-model of Token◦1. The first prefix, closed to the
right, consists of two intervals where Token◦1 is respectively false and true. The next
part, the first “finite periodic model” in Fig. 5, can be treated as periodic with trivial
one interval periods where Token◦1 is false (we can add this piece to the prefix; then it
will increase the complexity of the prefix). The second prefix consists of three intervals
with values of Token◦1 equal to false, true, false respectively. Then there follow four
periods each consisting of two intervals with values of Token◦1 equal to false and true
consecutively.
The extensions of sub-models of Token◦2 and Token◦3 have periodic parts of the same
complexity; however their prefixes have higher complexity. The second prefix of the model
of Token◦2 in Fig. 5 has complexity 5 (recall that it is left open).
Thus, the highest complexity is that of the second prefix of the model of Pass, namely,
12. That gives the total complexity of the finite model in Fig. 5 equal to (3, 3, 12) (each
function model consist of three chains, there are three equivalence classes, and the highest
number of intervals to take into account is 12). 
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Fig. 6. An automaton which is not (UR, c)-satisfiable.
The next Example 7 shows that chains of ultimately repetitive interpretations are really
necessary.
Example 7 (A UR∗-Satisfiable but not UR-Satisfiable Formula). Consider the set of runs
of the timed automaton in Fig. 6 (time automata were introduced in [1]). The state of
the automaton at time t is denoted by loc◦(t). The clocks are x and y. The expression
1 < y ≤ 2, {y} on the edge from s2 to s1 means that the transition from s2 to s1 is
fired at some instant τ0 when the value of clock y is in (1, 2], and that y is reset to 0 at
τ0 (that means, to the left of τ0 clock y grows up as (τ − τ0) until the next reset). The
other expressions are understood in a similar manner. To have compliance with the run
representation in Example 2 (and in [8]) we suppose that, as functions of time, the states
are constant on intervals closed from the right and open from the left, and the clocks grow
up monotonically (with tangent 1) also on intervals of this type.
The set of runs of this automaton is described by some formula, but we will speak about
the set itself (see Remark 4). Notice that here we do not have abstract sorts of unknown
cardinality, so there is no need to care about equivalences over abstract sorts. Therefore we
will measure the complexity of interpretation by one value c for interpretations from UR
and by two values (L, c) for interpretations from UR∗.
We claim that whatever the augmentation function α and complexity c ≥ 1 are, this set
of runs is not (UR, c)-satisfiable.
Suppose that this set of runs is (UR, c)-satisfiable with augmentation α for some c ≥ 1
and α. Let α(c) = N0, and assume, without loss of generality, that N0 ≥ 1 (otherwise
we replace N0 below by 1). Take any model M representing the following behavior. The
automaton executes (N0 + 1) loops from s0 to s0 within (2N0 + 1) time units. After that
the automaton stands in s0 for some time (say, about 12 time units), and then goes to s1. At
the instant t0 = 2N0 + 32 the automaton is in the state (4):
loc◦(t0) = s1, x◦(t0) = 12 , y
◦(t0) = 0. (4)
Thereafter the automaton switches from s1 to s2 and back to s1 within various durations
lying in (1, 2].
Take as a PI the sub-model with support {t0}. Its complexity is 1 and, hence, is not
greater than c. Thus, due to our hypothesis, this PI can be extended to some modelM0 of
complexity N0. From (4) we see that any model must have to the left of t0 at least N0 + 1
resets of x . Indeed, in order to arrive at t0 with x◦(t0) = 12 the automaton must leave s0
for s1 at time (2N0 + 1). The time distance between two consecutive resets of x to 0 in an
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s0-to-s0 loop is strictly smaller than 2. Thus, it takes more than N0 resets to stay at s0 until
the time (2N0 + 1) to leave s0. But to the right of t0 any model is in state s1 or s2. So the
part up to time instant (2N0 + 1) must be in the prefix of the ultimately periodic model.
Thus the complexity of any ultimately periodic model extending the chosen PI is greater
than N0. Contradiction.
On the other hand, one can see that the set of runs of the automaton in Fig. 6 is UR∗-
satisfiable with some small augmentation that we will make precise below.
Indeed, take a number H ∈ [ 32 , 2) that we will use as the length of periods in ultimately
repetitive sub-models. In other words, Λ = {H } (see Notation 5). Recall that each run
consists of three consecutive parts:
(i) A part where the state is s0, y grows up, and x is reset to 0 within time intervals
whose length is in (1, 2). This part can be partitioned into s0-to-s0 cycles. Each cycle is a
PI with support of the form (α, β] whose length is in (1, 2). On this interval x◦(τ ) grows
up as (τ − α), the state is s0, and y◦(τ ) = τ .
(ii) A passage from s0 to s1, where x starts to grow up without reset, and y is reset when
having arrived at s1. This part consists of one interval (α, β] without any constraint on the
length. On this interval y continues to grow up as the identity, as in part (i), x◦(τ ) grows
up as (τ − α), and the state is s0.
(iii) An infinite loop that alternates s1 and s2, and resets y to 0 within time intervals
whose lengths are in (1, 2]. In this part x grows up. This part can be partitioned into s1-
to-s1 cycles. Each cycle is a PI whose support has length in (1, 2]. This support can be
partitioned into two intervals (α, β] and (β, γ ] such that (β − α) > 1, the state on (α, β]
is s1, the state on (β, γ ] is s2, y◦(τ ) = τ − α for τ ∈ (α, γ ] and x◦(τ ) = (τ − α1) where
α1 is the last instant of the part (i).
Consider any run ρ of the automaton and any finite sub-run (i.e., a PI) ρ0 of ρ. The
support of ρ0 consists of a finite set of disjoint intervals. Let the (interval) complexity of
ρ0 be c. If the instant 0 in not in the support of ρ0 we add it to ρ0. Denote the obtained PI
by ρ1. The complexity of ρ1 is at most c + 1.
Each interval σ of the support of ρ1 belongs to one of the parts (i)–(iii). Moreover, if it
belongs to (i) or (iii) it is situated in a cycle mentioned in (i)–(iii). We extend each interval
σ in the following way, using the values of functions loc◦, x◦ and y◦ from ρ: if σ belongs
to (i) or (iii) we extend it to the cycle in which it is situated; if σ belongs to (ii) we extend
it to the whole support of (ii).
Denote the obtained PI by ρ2. Its complexity is at most 2c+1 (the complexity augments
only for the intervals of the part (iii), but the interval containing 0 is not in part (iii)).
Now we start filling the gaps between the intervals of the support of ρ2. Recall that all
these intervals, except the first one, are open from the left and closed from the right.
Take any two consecutive intervals σ1 and σ2 of the support of ρ2. Let t1 = σ+1 and
t2 = σ−2 . The case when the last gap goes to ∞ is simpler, so we do not consider it now.
Assume that t1 < t2, otherwise there is no gap.
Consider the most difficult case when σ1 and σ2 are cycles of (iii). In this case both
points t1 and t2 are points of reset of y. Recall that the complexity of one s1-to-s1 cycle
is 2.
To fill the gap (t1, t2) we analyze the size of this gap.
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Notation: ν = ⌊ t2−t1H ⌋, δ = (t2 − t1) − νH . Notice that δ < H .
If ν = 0 then the gap is a cycle in ρ, and we fill the gap by this cycle from ρ (in this
case δ > 1).
Let ν ≥ 1. Two cases are possible.
Case 1: (H + δ) ≤ 2. We fill the gap by adding one s1-to-s1 cycle of length (H + δ)
starting at t1 followed by (ν − 1) s1-to-s1 cycles of length H .
Case 2: 2 < (H + δ). The bounds on H and δ imply that (H + δ) < 4, and hence
1 < H+δ2 < 2. We fill the gap by adding two cycles of length
H+δ
2 followed by (ν − 2)
cycles of length H .
Hence, the gap is filled by an exact prefix of an ultimately periodic interpretation of
complexity at most 4.
Filling other gaps is simpler, and the filling is done also by exact prefixes of ultimately
periodic interpretations of complexity at most 4.
Putting this all together, we obtain the following augmentation of complexity. Take an
interval σ of ρ1. Its complexity is 1. Let σ1 be the cycle or part (ii) in which σ was put in
when we constructed ρ2. The complexity of σ1 is at most 2. Gluing σ1 with the exact prefix
of the ultimately periodic interpretation which fills the gap to its right gives an exact prefix
of an ultimately periodic interpretation of complexity at most 6.
Thus each of c + 1 intervals of ρ is transformed into an exact prefix of an ultimately
periodic interpretation of complexity at most 6. The last gap can be filled by an ultimately
periodic interpretation of complexity 2.
Hence, the augmentation function is (c + 1, 6). 
Examples 6 and 7 show that the notion of a chain of ultimately repetitive interpretations
is more useful than the notion of ultimately repetitive interpretation.
The finiteness properties introduced above permit us to describe our class of formulas
such that the validity of closed ones is decidable, and for any formula we can effectively
describe its counter-models of a given complexity as a quantifier-free formula in a theory
with ‘good’ algorithmic properties (theory L ′′ below). The class is motivated by the
verification problem; that is why it consists of implications that tacitly refer to the structure
of verification formulas explained in the Introduction.
Notation 7 (Class V E RI F(Λ,K, α) of FOTL formulas).
• Ch=d f UR∗(h · Λ), where h is a real number, Λ is a finite set of rational numbers and
h · Λ is the set of reals of the form h · λ with λ ∈ Λ.
• V E RI Fh(Λ,K, α) is the class of FOTL formulas of the form (Φ → Ψ ), where formula
Ψ is K-refutable and Φ is (Ch, K)-satisfiable with augmentation α.
• V E RI F(Λ,K, α) = ⋃h∈R>0 V E RI Fh (Λ,K, α). 
Notice that our description of V E RI F(Λ,K, α) admits not closed formulas in the class.
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5. Decidability and quantifier-free description of counter-models
The following result given by V. Weispfenning will be used in our proofs.
V. Weispfenning’s quantifier elimination theorem
In [20] V. Weispfenning gives a quantifier elimination procedure for the theory L ′′ with
mixed variables, namely variables over reals and variables over integers. The vocabulary
of L ′′ consists of the two just-mentioned sorts: reals and integers, rational numbers as
constants, (binary) addition, scalar (unary) multiplication by rational numbers, integer part
 , congruences ≡n modulo concrete natural numbers n. We consider the vocabulary
without congruences as the latter can be eliminated; see [20]. The first part of the
Corollary 3.4 of [20] states:
Proposition 8 (V. Weispfenning). There is an algorithm assigning to a given L ′′-formula
Φ a quantifier-free L ′′-formula that is equivalent to Φ.
The theory L ′′ is used to formulate our main result:
Theorem 9 (Main Theorem). Given a complexityK, a computable augmentation function
α and a finite set of positive rational numbers Λ ⊂ Q>0, the validity of (closed) formulas
from V E RI F(Λ,K, α) is decidable. Moreover, for any formula of this class, its counter-
models of complexity α(K) can be described by a quantifier-free L ′′-formula.
Theorem 12 below gives precisions on the role of h in this description (h is a parameter of
V E RI Fh (Λ,K, α) — see Notation 7).
Theorem 9 will be proven in this section, and the proof uses Proposition 8.
5.1. Starting observation and some precisions of the Main Theorem
Our algorithm, that produces a quantifier-free description of counter-models of a given
complexity and gives a decidability procedure, starts from the following observation:
Proposition 10. A formula from V E RI Fh (Λ,K, α) has a counter-model if and only if it
has a counter-model of complexity α(K) in Ch.
Proof. Suppose that a formula F = (Φ → Ψ ) from V E RI Fh (Λ,K, α) has a counter-
modelM. ThisM is a counter-model of Ψ and a model of Φ. K-refutability of Ψ means
that there is a restriction M1 of complexity K of M whose all extensions are counter-
models of Ψ . The premise Φ is (Ch, K)-satisfiable with augmentation α. Thus, M1 can
be extended to a model of Φ from Ch with complexity α(K). This extension remains a
counter-model of Ψ . Hence it is a counter-model of F . 
Corollary 11. Suppose that the existence of h and of a counter-model of a fixed complexity
α(K) from Ch is decidable for closed FOTL formulas. Then the validity of formulas from
V E RI F(Λ,K, α) is decidable: such a formula has a counter-model if and only if it has a
counter-model of complexity α(K) in Ch for some computable h.
Hence, the problem of decidability is reduced to the decidability of the existence of a
(counter-)model of a given complexity. In order to give a procedure that builds a quantifier-
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free description of counter-models (of a given complexity), we will prove Theorem 12. In
the formulation of this theorem we treat class Ch of interpretations as a parametric class
with parameter h. If we fix a complexity of models to consider, then for a given formula
such a model may exist for some h and may not exist for other ones.
Theorem 12. Given a FOTL formula F and a complexity L, one can construct a
quantifier-free L ′′-formula that describes all h and all repetitive models (we mean chains
of ultimately repetitive interpretations) of F of complexity L in Ch.
Corollary 13. The existence of h for which there is a model of complexity L in Ch for a
formula F, or the existence of a model of F of complexity L for a concrete h, is decidable.
Hereafter we prove Theorem 12.
For technical simplicity we introduce Assumptions 3 and 4.
Assumption 3. Each set U f contains only one term that will be denoted as U f
(generalization to sets U f with several elements is straightforward). 
Let F be a an FOTL formula, and let a bound on the complexity of ultimately repetitive
models be given.
Assumption 4. Without loss of generality we assume that formula F does not have
abstract constants (clearly, they can be replaced by variables). This is done just to permit us
to use the word “variable” and not “variable or abstract constant”. Thus, “constant” means
“pre-interpreted constant” below. 
5.2. Elimination of abstract functions
To start with, we transform F to an equivalent formula with simple atomic sub-formulas.
Simplification of atomic formulas
Predicates will be treated as functions with Boolean values.
We replace time variables by real variables.
By adding some new (quantified) variables we can reduce all atomic formulas to
arithmetic inequalities or equalities of the forms:
• (AF1) a0 · t0 + · · · + an−1 · tn−1 + an ω 0, where a1, . . . , an ∈ Q, t1, . . . , tn are real
variables and ω is an arithmetic order relation from (=, <, ≤, . . .);
• (AF2) u = f (x, v) where f is an abstract function and u, x and v are variables or
constants.
The transformations that achieve these forms are standard ones, for example,
τ = a1 · η1 + · · · + am · ηm ↔
∀τ ′1 . . .∀τ ′m
(
m∧
i=1
τ ′i = ηi → τ = a1 · τ ′1 + · · · + am · τ ′m
)
,
where ηi are terms, τ , τ ′i are variables and a1, . . . , an ∈ Q.
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Suppose that formula F has been transformed to an equivalent one with atomic formulas
(AF1) and (AF2) mentioned above. Denote the formula obtained as F0.
Assumption 5. To avoid minor but tedious technical difficulties we will describe our
procedure for UR-models. It will be clear that the case of UR∗-models needs only one
more index for the variables described in (RM2)–(RM5) below in order to represent the
chain complexity L. See also Remark 7.
Thus, the complexity under consideration has the form (m, c), where m is the number
of equivalence classes of abstract parameters of functions of F0, and c is the number of
time intervals to take into account. 
Recall that the lengths of repetitive parts are of the form h · λ with λ ∈ Λ.
Remark 5. Our method works also for the case when all the lengths are known rational
numbers (corresponds to h = 1) — this case is simpler than the case when h is a parameter.
The method does not work for the mixed case, that is for the case when some lengths
are known and the others are rational multiples of h. Actually, in this latter case, our
transformations lead to a formula which contains binary mixed products (i.e., of a real
variable and an integer one) that we cannot eliminate. 
Description of partitions
A repetitive model of F0 of complexity (m, c) will be, first, described in a theory that
extends a theory L ′′ of mixed addition mentioned above. This description will contain
many variables that refer to various partitions, intervals, values of functions. The existence
of such a model can be described by a formula that existentially quantifies these variables.
Assumption 6. For technical simplicity we assume that all the intervals we consider are
of the form [a, b) with a < b. The general case can be covered by introducing Boolean
variables that say for each end whether it belongs to the interval or not. 
A repetitive model of a given complexity (m, c) can be described along the following
lines (“RM” comes from “Repetitive Model”) that explains the parameters (variables) we
use:
(RM1) A positive real h (it defines Ch).
(RM2) For each abstract sortX we define its interpretation as an initial interval [0, MX−1]
of N, MX ≥ 1.
(RM3) For any abstract function f : T × X f → S f natural number variables
M f,0 = 0 ≤ M f,1 ≤ · · · ≤ M f,m−1 ≤ M f,m = MX f − 1
give a partition of the interpretation of X f into m classes. For k = 1, . . . , m − 1
the kth class is the set of naturals n ∈ [M f,k−1, M f,k ), and the last class is the set
of naturals n ∈ [M f,m−1, M f,m ] (note that this partition may say that the number
of classes is not greater than m, i.e., the classes are not necessarily non-empty).
(RM4) For any abstract function f and k ∈ [0, MX f − 1] a variable h f,k stands for the
length of repetitive intervals of f for its k-th equivalence class; it just symbolizes
h ·λ f,k , λ f,k ∈ Λ. For technical convenience (to be able to formally quantify them)
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we treat these h f,k and λ f,k as variables whose domain is an explicitly given finite
set.
(RM5) For any abstract function f and its kth equivalence class we introduce:
(RM5.1) An initial interval [0, H f,k), i.e., the prefix of the model of f , and its
partition into c subintervals that are described by points
H f,k,0 = 0 < H f,k,1 < · · · < H f,k,c−1 < H f,k,c = H f,k
and by a list (Z f,k, j )0≤ j<c of parameters to be put in place of z in U f to
define an interpretation of f on interval [H f,k, j , H f,k, j+1).
(RM5.2) A partition of [0, h f,k) (i.e., of the period of f for its kth equivalence
class) into c intervals is described by points
0 < h f,k,1 < · · · < h f,k,c−1 < h f,k,c = h f,k
and by a list (z f,k, j )0≤ j<c of parameters of U f , as just above. For the
beginnings of intervals of periods involved in the definition of f in terms
of U f we introduce the following notation:
α f,k,i, j =d f [H f,k + i · h f,k + h f,k, j , H f,k + i · h f,k + h f,k, j+1).
Notice that this is the place where there appear mixed binary products
i · h f,k = i · h · λ f,k (see (RM4)) of an integer variable i and of a
real variable h. These products will be eliminated — see formula (7) and
thereafter.
The variables introduced above permit us to represent abstract functions f in terms of
U f and thus, to eliminate them — see below.
Remark 6. Assumption 3 limits the number of terms in U f to one. The general case
demands to add one more variable over the finite set of names of U f in U f that identify
each U f . 
Arithmetical description of abstract functions
Recall that the atomic formulas are of the form f (t, x) = v, where x is a variable over
X f , t is a variable over R (time was eliminated) and v is a variable over R, X or a finite
sort of a concrete cardinality like Bool. Note that any of x or t can be dummy. On the other
hand, there is no need to consider formulas where x is a pre-defined abstract sort. Actually
if this is the case, then this sort is of known cardinality, say, κ , and we can replace fx by
κ functions. However, variable v of a pre-defined sort is necessary to treat, for example,
predicates. For predicates, Bool will be represented, as any other abstract sort, by an initial
segment of natural numbers; that is, Bool becomes {0, 1}.
The elimination of abstract functions is done as follows. In formula F0 replace each
occurrence of atomic formula f (t, x) = v by (the symbols with indices used below are
just variables — their role was explained above in (RM2)–(RM5); in particular, intervals
α were introduced in (RM5.2))∧
0≤k<m
∧
0≤ j<s
[ (
M f,k ≤ x < M f,k+1 ∧ t ∈ [H f,k, j , H f,k, j+1)
)
→ U f (t, H f,k, j , Z f,k, j ) = v
]
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∧
∧
0≤k<m
∧
0≤ j<s
∀ i [ ( M f,k ≤ x < M f,k+1 ∧ t ∈ α f,k,i, j )
→ U f (t, α−f,k,i, j , z f,k, j ) = v
]
. (5)
Formula (5) consists of two parts; the first part describes the prefix of ultimately repetitive
model, and the second part describes the period (recall that α− denotes the left end of
interval α; see Notation 3).
Remark 7. Due to Assumption 5 we consider the existence of a model constituted
by ultimately repetitive interpretations. In the general case, when the model under
consideration consists of chains of ultimately repetitive interpretations, some quantifiers
∀ i in (5) will be bounded by constraints of the form i ≤ Nl , where Nl is an abstract
variable bounding the number of periods in the lth exact prefix of the ultimately repetitive
interpretation under consideration. We will see below that these constraints do not interfere
will our transformations of variables that play the central role in our reductions. 
We finalize the procedure in Notation 8:
Notation 8.
• F1 is the formula obtained from F0 after the transformations of atomic formulas
according to (5).
• Π is the list of all variables mentioned above in (RM2)–(RM5) except h, i.e. M f,k ,
H f,k, j , h f,k, j , Z f,k, j , z f,k, j and h f,k for 0 ≤ k < m, 0 ≤ j < s and all abstract dynamic
f .
• B is a conjunction of the inequalities mentioned above in (RM2)–(RM5).
• G is the formula (B ∧ F1) that has h and Π as free variables.
Proposition 14. The sets of ultimately repetitive models of complexity (m, c) of formulas
F and G are the same.
Proof. The proof is just a verification that all the transformations, in particular the
elimination of abstract sorts and functions, are correct. Intuitively it is clear; a detailed
proof may follow the lines of the proof of Lemma 3 from [8]. 
5.3. Quantifier elimination
The formula G is not yet a L ′′-formula because of subformulas t ∈ α f,k,i, j and some
of subformulas U f (t, α−f,k,i, j , z f,k, j ) = v in (5); these subformulas have mixed binary
multiplications i · h f,k = i · h · λ f,k :
H f,k + i · h f,k + h f,k, j ≤ t < H f,k + i · h f,k + h f,k, j+1, (6)
ξ0 · t + ξ1 · (H f,k + i · h f,k + h f,k, j ) + z = v. (7)
All the other atoms are of the form
u = v (8)
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with u and v being natural numbers or variables representing elements of abstract sorts, or
of the form
a1 · z1 + · · · + an · zn ω c (9)
with ai , c ∈ Q, and z j being real variables, and ω ∈ {=,<,>,≤,≥}.
Note that t from (6)–(7), as well as h, may be among z j of (9). On the other hand, the
natural number variables from (8) are not involved in any arithmetical terms and do not
mix with variables for reals or with i from (7).
Divide all terms in inequalities (6)–(7) and (9) by h. Denote the formula obtained by
G0. Underline that h > 0 is common for the whole formula. The bijection z ↔ zh preserves
the order relations over reals and commutes with the operations over reals that we use.
Transform formula G0 in the following way. Replace expressions of the form zh , where
z is a variable, by new variables. Denote the formula obtained by G1. Clearly, the bijection
z ↔ zh gives a bijection between sets of models of G0 and of G1. So a description of mod-
els of one formula can be easily transformed into a description of models of the other one.
Formula G1 has atoms of the form (8) and of the form
a · i + a1 · z1 + a2 · z2 + · · · + ch ω 0, (10)
where a, a1, a2, . . . , c ∈ Q, i is an integer variable and the other symbols stand for real
variables. Note that all the occurrences of h in G1 are of the form ch .
Now replace 1h by a new variable. Denote the formula obtained by G2. This G2 is a
L ′′-formula, and its set of models is bijective to the set of models of G1 (due to bijection
1
h ↔ h).
After elimination of quantifiers in G2 (Proposition 8), we get a quantifier-free L ′′-
formula describing all models of G2 of bounded complexity (m, c).
This conclusion and Proposition 14 prove Theorem 12. 
Together with Proposition 10, Theorem 12 gives Theorem 9.
Remark 8. Strictly speaking our quantifier-free description of models is done in terms of
1
h , not h. This means that in such a description we may have something like u + vh + 2 > 0
if we come back to initial variables. Some expressions may even involve integer parts
(see [20]). However, we can, for example, find a concrete solution of a system of such
inequalities (even with integer parts) within a realistic complexity. This question is beyond
of the scope of this paper.
Complexity of the decision procedure
The complexity of the decision procedure is determined by the complexity of
Weispfenning’s quantifier elimination and by the complexity of our reductions. The worst
case complexity of Weispfenning’s quantifier elimination is the same as the complexity
of the decision procedure for Presburger arithmetics, i.e. 2ln
O(a)
, where l is the length of
the formula (assumed to be in a prenex form), n is the number of variables and a is the
number of blocks of alternating quantifiers. Our reductions add O(α(k)|V |) variables and
(together with transforming the formula into a prenex form with the quantifier-free part
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in disjunctive normal form) augment the size of the initial formula exponentially in the
general case. However, the worst case complexity can hardly appear in practice — the
known proofs of high lower bounds are based on very artificial diagonal constructions (see
[15] for arguments).
The method based on finiteness properties has been successfully applied to two
benchmark problems, namely the Generalized Railroad Crossing Problem [3] and the
Root Contention Protocol [4]. Both problems were treated with the ‘maximum’ number of
parameters. These applications do not demand repetitive models. However, their feasibility
gives hope that not too complex repetitive models can also be feasible. In other words, the
complexity of verification of practical problems may not be so high.
6. Conclusion
The method of the paper permits us, at least in theory, to analyze the correctness of
real-time programs of certain types that are beyond the scope of model checking methods
known so far. This does not mean that our method can replace model checking — if the
latter is applicable, it usually performs better.
A justified application of the decision procedure to a verification problem requires us
to prove that this problem is in our decidable class. Such a proof may be hard to find.
However, we can apply the method along the lines of bounded model checking as we
mentioned in the Introduction. Notice that many errors can be usually revealed by counter-
models of small complexity.
The scope of practical application of the method presented in the paper is not yet
well defined. More theoretical and experimental studies are needed. Important theoretical
questions include:
(1) A more efficient quantifier elimination procedure aimed at verification formulas.
The verification formulas have many particular features that may help us to
develop quantifier elimination procedures that would be faster for these formulas
than the existing ones. These formulas have no complex arithmetical expressions,
the inequalities involved are rather simple, and the quantifiers have relatively
simple and small scopes.
(2) Another way of improving the efficiency may lie in a ‘better’ representation of
runs of controllers and protocols in terms of FOTL formulas. We are interested in
the verification of very specific algorithms with relatively simple structure. A first
step in this direction was taken in [5,7].
(3) The previous question is related to the problem of describing simply verifiable
sufficient conditions for finite satisfiability of practical algorithms (in general,
the finiteness properties are undecidable; see [7]). This question is conceptually
difficult and needs a serious analysis of concrete practical algorithms.
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